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Abstract.

For a reasonable model of parallel processing,

k

processors can perform depth-first search on graphs having

n

vertices and

technique,

k

search in time

m

edges in time

o(n

+(E)).

Using the same

processors can also perform breadth-first
o(n

+(E)).

These algorithms are essentially

optimal for classes of non-sparse graphs (classes of graphs
which have substantially more edges than vertices, e.g.,
classes for which

m ~n log log n).

The technique can be used to convert efficient serial
depth-first search algorithms for biconnectivity, triconnectivity, and strong connectivity to similarly efficient parallel algorithms, and it appears that many other algorithms
employing either depth-first search or breadth-first search
can be converted similarly.

Key words.

Parallel graph processing, bounded parallel-

ism, depth-first search, breadth-first search, breadth-depth
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Introduction.

One of the most exciting recent trends in

graph processing has been the development, by Hopcroft, Tarjan,
and many others, of a large number of sophisticated, efficient
sequential algorithms based upon depth-first search (DFS) of
a graph.

It is generally assumed that the use of DFS is incom-

patible with efforts to process graphs in parallel, even for
non-sparse graphs (i.e., graphs having substantially more
edges than vertices)

[3, p. 51], [4, p. 13].

While our in-

stincts agree with this for the processing of collections of
sparse graphs (e.g., planar graphs) by large numbers of processors, it is not true for other collections of graphs.
Given common assumptions that various instructions such
as popping a stack or moving to the next element of a linked
list require one unit of execution time, sequential DFS has
execution time
and

m

O(n+m),

where

n

is the number of vertices

is the number of edges [15].

For a natural model of

parallel processing (discussed in §1), a fairly obvious
approach (but one not in the literature, to the best of our
knowledge) to DFS with
o(n. log k+(m•l~g k)).
factors of

log k.

k

processors has execution time
In

§3 we show how to get rid of the

The same technique is used in

§4 to give

a parallel breadth-first search (BFS) which also requires
time

o(n +(~)).

This execution time is contrasted with the

execution time of a previous approach to BFS

[3, 4] in §4.
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In [8, 9] Eckstein shows that our technique can be used
to convert many serial depth-first search algorithms, including efficient algorithms for biconnectivity, triconnectivity,
and strong connectivity, to similarly efficient parallel
algorithms.

The serial algorithms have execution times which

are

and which can be shown to be optimal (to within

O(n+m)

a constant factor) by arguments similar to those in [13].
Parallel algorithms using
tl·me

o(nk+m).

(I .e., using
.

k

processors will require at least
k

processors, a spee d -up o f

is the best that can be attained.)
have execution times which are

k

Our parallel algorithms

o(n + (~)).

Thus, our tech-

nique allows the conversion of serial depth-first search algorithms to parallel algorithms which are quite efficient when
used to process classes of non-sparse graphs.

(This is dis-

cussed further in a footnote to §5.)
It is helpful to "factor" the construction of such parallel algorithms into three phases, first giving a correct
and efficient serial depth-first search algorithm, second
producing a modified but equivalent serial algorithm, and
finally producing parallel code which is equivalent except
for the fact that the input graph is represented in a form
which permits efficient parallel processing.

This "factoring"

into equivalence-preserving transformations should facilitate
the adaptation of other serial algorithms to parallel algorithms (and should help establish the correctness of the
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resulting algorithms).

We specifically illustrate this

approach with the code we give for depth-first search.
It seems extremely likely that the approach to parallel
breadth-first search given in §4 can be used to convert serial
BFS algorithms to similarly efficient parallel algorithms.
The technique which we use for DFS and BFS applies equally
well to breadth-depth search (mixed-search) [6], but we do
not illustrate this.
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1.

Parallel processing.

We consider a reasonably

typical model of parallel processing
are

k

[3, 4~ 5, 14].

There

identical processors, each with a CPU capable of per-

forming typical operations such as arithmetic, comparisons,
and boolean operations and each with a label between
k

which identifies it.

1

and

A single arbitrarily large memory

is available to all the processors for manipulation of data.
Different processors are allowed to read from the same memory
location simultaneously.

Different processors may write into

different memory locations simultaneously but must not attempt
to write into the same memory location simultaneously.

A

global control unit must be capable of synchronizing the various processors.
programs.

The programmer writes one program, not

k

At some places in the program, only one processor

is executing.

Other segments of code, which we delineate syn-

tactically as

instruct processor(i); ·

1 ~i ~j;

sequence of instructions;

----

end_instruction;

have

j ~k

processors executing simultaneously.

kind of code can refer to the processor number
e.g., if

a

of the form

This second
i.

Thus,

is an array in the common memory, an instruction
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instruct processor( i);

1

~

i

~ j;

--

if a( i ) = 1
then • • •
e lse
end_instruction;

-

~

-------------..

may cause one processor to execute the then clause and another
~

processor to execute t h e ~ clause.

Execution cannot resume

after t h e ~ ; statement until all

j

processors

have c ompleted execution of the delineated sequence of
instruc tions.
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2.

Depth-first search.

For purposes of this exposi-

tion, assume graphs are undirected and connected and have no
self loops (no edge has the same vertex for both end points)
and no multiple edges (any two vertices are connected by at
most one edge); unconnected graphs and directed graphs can
also be treated (see
graph

G = ( V,E)

[8]).

Represent the vertices of such a

by the integers from

c ency lis t representation of
L (i),

1 s:i s:n,

such that

G
L(i)

1

to

such that for
i

1 s:i s:n,

G

lists without repetitions

is an

t he firs t degree ( i )

An adjacency

i.

entries of row
Remaining en-

o(n +(~)),

not just in time

our algorithms will never attempt to access any

of t he entries whi c h have not been initialized. )
with the adja c ency list matrix is an
EM ,

where

i n t he

matrix ALM

(Thus the relevant entries can be

input in parallel in time
o(n+(n:));

i.

n x ( n-1)

list the vertices adjacent to vertex

t ries can be garbage.

An adja-

c onsists of ordered lists

the vertices which are adja c ent to vertex
list matrix representation of

n.

EM (i )

i- t h

contains the index

Associated

n-ve c tor of end markers
j

of t he last vertex

row of t he adja c en c y list ma t rix, i.e.,

is the degree of vertex

EM ( i )

i.

We will assume the reader is familiar with the basic
nat ure of DFS .

If no t , see [ l , 15] for a detailed present a-

tion.
A DFS c an be used to conver t an undire c ted connected
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graph into a directed graph, called a palm tree, by inducing
a direction on each edge; if edge
when

v

(v,w)

is first examined

is the vertex being searched from, the associated

edge goes from

v

to

w.

The edges

previously unvisited vertices

w

give rise to a spanning tree of
leads from a descendant

v

v--+ w

are called tree arcs and
G.

An edge

to an ancestor

ning tree is called a frond.

that lead to

v •~w
w

that

in that span-

DFS of an undirected graph has

the crucial property [15] that edges connect ancestors and
descendants, i.e., every edge of

G

becomes either an arc

or a frond in the associated directed graph.

To exploit DFS

it is usually necessary to identify the tree arcs and fronds
of the associated directed graph.
the final value of

PARENT(v)

the spanning tree whenever
final value of
the

NUMBER(v)

NUMBER(v)-t.h

value of

value of

v

in

is not the start vertex, the

will be such that vertex

v

v

--+W

will be a list of the vertices
goes from

FROND_LIST(v)

such that a frond

will be the parent of

is

vertex to be marked "visited," the final

ARC_LIST(v)

that a tree arc

v

In the code which follows,

v -~w

v

to

w,

and the final

will be a list of the vertices
goes from

v

to

w such

w.

w
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ALGORITHM 1 [15].

A

undirected connected graph
cency lists

depth-first search
G = (V,E)

of an

represented via adja-

L(i).

}2_egiQ_
for~each v EV do initialize ARC_L:tST(v)
---- FROND_LIST(v) as null lists;
NUMB_VERTICES_VISITED ~ O;
mark every vertex "unvisited";
v ~ start vertex;
PARENT(v) ~ O;
dfs(v);
procedur~ dfs(v):
-

(dfs)

and

~e~in

comment

v is the vertex being searched from;
"visited 11 ;
NUMB_VERTICES_VISITED ~ NUMB_VERTICES_VISITED + l;
NUMBER(v) ~ NUMB_VERTICES_VISITED;
for each vertex w on L(v) do.
""'""'""if w is marked "unvisited.,.,.-

~

!b.fill h,eg1n..,

-

end

PARENT(w) ~ v;
add w to ARC_LIST(v);
dfs(w);
end
~ {r NUMBER(w) < NUMBER(v) & w -J PARENT(v)
~ add
w to FROND_LIST(v);
end·
...--.,;'
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3.

Parallel depth-first search.

The crucial issue in

efforts to make the above code parallel is the lines

for each vertex

if

w

w

on L(v)
is marked "unvisited"

t hen •···

Thus, the crucial issue is to find the "next unvisited" vertex on the adjacency list of

v.

If instead of an adjacency

list representation of the graph we assume we are given an
adjacency list matrix representation, different processors
can simultaneously examine successive vertices to see if they
are "unvisited."

In order to preserve the crucial property

of depth-first search that edges other than tree arcs go from
a vertex to one of its ancestors, it is important that we
choose precisely~ "unvisited" vertex as the new vertex to
be searched from.
in which

k

(This contrasts with

k-depth search

[3, 4],

vertices adjacent to the vertex being searched

from can all be "visited" simultaneously before the search
continues from one of those
tion between the

k

k

vertices.)

processors is required to choose this

vertex or to discover that none of the
ining an "unvisited" vertex.
approximately

log k

steps

information from processors
can be coordinated.

Thus, communica-

k

processors is exam-

Such communication requires

[3, 4].

(In the first step,

1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6 , ••.

In the second step, information from
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processors

1-4,5-8,···

can be coordinated.

approach yields a parallel algorithm

. o( n. 1 og

lS

.
K

Etc.)

Such an

[7] whose execution time

+ m•log
k k) .

We may regard the inefficiency of the above approach as
being due to the fact that many vertices must be searched in
order to choose one "unvisited" vertex to continue the search
from.

Our alternative approach partially replaces an adja-

cency list

L(v)

by an "unvisited" adjacency list

which lists all vertices which are adjacent to
still labeled "unvisited."

As soon as a vertex

"visited," it is removed from the lists
adjacent to

w.

U(x)

and are
w

is

for all

x

Of course the problem of finding an "unvis-

ited" vertex adjacent to
first entry of

v

U(v)

U(v),

if

v

now becomes trivial; take the
U(v)

is nonempty.

Such an

approach of deleting entries from "unvisited." adjacency lists
is compatible with DFS, since the flow of control of DFSbased algorithms (e.g ., the order in which the various recursive calls are made) only depends upon the vertices which
remain "unvisited. 11

The problem now is how to allow for effi-

cient deletions of a vertex from all of the "unvisited" adjacency lists it belongs to.

At first glance it may appear that

we have merely shifted the problem.

Note, however, that the

new approach eliminates the need for communication between
processors:

In the first approach, where we are searching

for the "next unvisited" vertex adja cent to

v,

all

k
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pointer to the cell of
does join

i

and

j.

U(i)

which contains

j,

if an edge

If an edge does not join

we never assign a value to

i

EDGE_LOCATION(i,j).

and

Figure 1

illustrates the resulting representation of a graph.
the obvious approach
the matrix

Using

[7] the "unvisited" adjacency lists and

EDGE LOCATION

lists in serial time

j,

can be created from adjacency

O(n+m)

adjacency list matrix using

and can be created from an
k

processors in time

o(n + (~)).

As noted earlier, only the vertices which are still
"unvisited" affect the flow of control of DFS.

However, in

order to use our algorithm to create parallel versions of a
great many DFS-based algorithms we must not only be able to
deal with the flow of control but must also be able to identify the fronds correctly.
are added to
sive call

In

FROND_LIST(v)

dfs(v),

FROND_LIST(v)

dfs

(Algorithm 1), vertices

due to execution of the recur-

and the vertices which are added to

are already "visited" when

dfs(v)

is called.

If we try to do the same thing using our approach in a modified depth-first search
we execute
on

mdfs(v),

FROND_LIST(v),

(mdfs),

we run into trouble:

the vertices

w which need to be placed

being already "visited," no longer belong

to the "unvisited" adjacency list
this problem as follows:
vertex

w.

When we delete

of

if

v

v,

when

U(v).

We can deal with

suppose that we have just "visited"

w from

U(v)

for various values

is "unvisited" we tentatively announce that
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processors are concerned with t h e ~ row of the adjacency
list matrix and must c ommunicate with one another.
second approach, when a newly "visited" vertex

w

be deleted from the lists

U(x)

which are adjacent to

the fact that the graph

w,

In the
needs to

for various vertices

not possess multiple edges implies that the
are con c erned with different lists

U(x),

k

G

x
does

processors

hence don't have

to communicate with one another.
Given that the need for communication between processors
has been eliminated, it only remains to devise an efficient
way to let each processor perform the desired deletion of
from a list
U(x).

U(x)

w

without performing a sequential search of

As is so often the case in the design of efficient

algorithms, the solution involves the use of several interrelated data structures with a lot of redundancy built into
them.

Regardless of whether the initial representation of

the graph is via adjacency lists (whi c h will only yield effic ient algorithms for the serial case) or via an adjacency list
ma t rix, we can c reate initial "unvisited" adjacency lists.

We

still need to devise an effi c ient way for a newly "visited"
vertex

w

to be deleted from a list

a sequential sear c h of

U(x).

U( x)

without performing

To allow efficient deletions,

the "unvisited" adja c ency lists will be doubly linked.
c reate the lists, we also c reate an
EDGE LO CATION

suc h that

nx n

As we

matrix

EDGE LO CATI ON( i, j )

contains a

,.,.
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The input adjacency lists
(for sequential code)

The input adjacency
list matrix
(for parallel code)

The associated
end marker
vector, EM

1

2

3

4

1

3

L(2): l1!Nulll

2

1

0

0

2

1

I 1!Nu11l

3

1

0

0

3

1

L( 4): !1!Nu11l

4

1

0

0

4

1

L( 1):

L(3):

Null

2

The initial "unvisited" adjacency
lists, as created by the program

EDGE LOCATION as
c reatea by the program

U(2): !Null111Null1

u( 3):

u(4): !Nu11!1!Nu11!
Figure 1
The various graph representations.
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there is a frond from

v

to

w.

later becomes a child of

w,

so that there is a tree arc

from

w

to

v.

This is correct unless

If this is the case, we are able to detect

our mistake and remedy the situation by comparing
parent of

v

v

when

v

w

and the

eventually becomes visited.

'rhe above ideas give rise to the following serial algorithm:

ALGORITHM 2.

A modified depth-first search

an undirected connected graph
adjacency lists

L(i).

G = (V,E)

(mdfs)

represented via

of

17
_£~giq

create "unvisited" adjacency lists U(i) and an array of
pointers EDGE_LOCATION from adjacency lists L(i)
in time 0( n+m);
~ each
V EV QQ initialize ARC_LIST( V) and FROND_LIST( V)
as null lists;
NUMB_VERTICES_VISITED ~ O;
mark every vertex "unvisited";
v ~ start vertex;
PARENT(v) ~ O;
mdfs ( v);
procedure mdfs(v):
~begin
comment v is the vertex being searched from;
markV "visited"·,
NUMB VERTICES VISITED ~ NUMB VERTICES VISITED+ l;
NUMBER(v) ~ NUMB_VERTICES_VISITED;
ill. each w on L(v) .£Q
befin
de ete v from U(w,, using EDGE_LOCATION;
if w is "unvisited'
~ }2e~iq_
comment since w is "unvisited," w will be a
_,
ae'scendant of v. Frond w · ➔ V is constructed.
If w turns out to be a child of v, the
"frond" will be deleted later;
add v to FROND_LIST(w);
end·,
end;
A:
comineij't the "unvisited" adja cency lists now contain only
~
'unvisited" vertices;
B:
_£9mmeo..t. Let x EV.
If x is "visited" then x 's frond
list is correct. If x is "unvisited" then x' s
frond list contains all vertices y such that
(x,y) EE and y is "visited";
!,% w EU(v) _££
begin
commeu_t as this loop is executed, recursive calls may
,_ - delete entries from U(v). At the start of each
pass through the loop, the portion of U(v) which
has not been looped through consists entirely of
"unvisited" vertices ,·
PARENT(w) ~ v;
add w to ARC_LIST(v);
C:
.comment
- ~ ~ The child • ➔I par ent "frond" w • ➔ V must be
deleted from w s frond list. By Lemma 3 w
will be the last entry on v's frond list;
remove v from the end of FROND_ LIST(w);
mdfs ( w);
~;
_____
end·,
end
_..

--

__
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The equivalence of

mdfs

(Algorithm 2) and

dfs

(Algo-

rithm 1) can be established in two phases, first showing that
the same tree ar c s are identified and then showing that the
same fronds are identified.

LEMMA 1.
If

mdfs

and

Let

G =( V,E)

dfs

are executed using the same adjacency list

representation of
values of

G

NUMBER,

Proof.

be an undirected connected graph.

and the same start vertex, the final

PARENT,

and

ARC

LIST

will be identical.

By induction on the current value of

NUMB_VERTICES_VISITED, establish that if
vertex numbered, then when execution of
c omment labeled

v

is the

mdfs(v)

j-th

reaches the

each "unvisited II adjacency list

A,

c ontains the same vertices as

L(x)

U( x)

in the same order, except

that the vertices which are assigned numbers

~

j

have been

Sin ce such vertices have already been "visited, 11

del-eted.

they do not affect which recursive call will be made next.

LEMMA 2 .
Let

v EV.

placed on
w2

on

Let

G = ( V ,E)

During an

FROND_LIST(v)

FROND LIST(v),

Proof.

mdfs

be an undirected connected graph.
of the graph

as follows:
then

G

vertices are

if

w
appears before
1
NUMBER(w ) < NUMBER(w2 ).
1

A vertex is placed on the appropriate

FROND LIST
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as soon as it is labeled "visited" (i.e., numbered).

Since

w1 appears on FROND_LIST(v) before w , w
was numbered
2
1
before w
and therefore NUMBER( w ) < NUMBER( w ).
2
2
1
LEMMA 3.
Let
a

v EV
mdfs

Let

G = (V,E)

be an undirected connected graph.

be the vertex currently being searched from during
of

G.

Suppose

w EL(v)

is added to

At this point in the

mdfs

is the last entry on

FROND_LIST(w).

Proof.

Clearly

v

still "unvisited" when
DSF,

v

(see label C in Algorithm 2),

is on
v

FROND_LIST(w)

was numbered.

is the vertex adjacent to

"visited" (i.e., numbered).

w

v

LEMMA
Assume

4.

mdfs

Let
and

list representation of

v's

mdfs,

Proof.
during

dfs

w

G

and the same start vertex.
dfs
iff

of

G.

v •➔w

By Lemma 1 the final values of
mdfs

and thus by

are executed using the same adjacency

w E FROND_LIST(v)

and

number is greater

be a connected undirected graph.

be the palm tree generated by a
of the

was

FROND_LIST(w).

G=(V,E)
dfs

w

most recently marked

Therefore

appears last on

since

v

By the nature of

than any other numbered vertex adjacent to
Lemma 2

ARC_LIST(v).

will be identical.

Let

P

Upon completion
in

P.

NUMBER

computed

Therefore it wil l
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make sense to talk about the number of a vertex in terms of
both the palm tree and the
upon completion of
v

and

w

removed from
Therefore

FROND_LIST(v),

v

w

bered,

in

Since

P.

w E FROND_LIST(v),

is "unvisited" when

w

Since

w

w

v

v

and

(and hence

w

is

is not
v.

is not the parent of

v.

v

is "unvisited" when

mdfs

w

on

will place
v,

w

FROND_LIST(v) .

will remain on

are adja-

NUMBER(w)

are adjacent and

not the parent of

w

is not the parent of

Therefore

is an ancestor of
and

E FROND_LIST(v)

P.
in

• ➔W

< NUMBER(v)),
and

G.
v

w

Assume

NUMBER(w) < NUMBER(v)).

v •➔ w

Assume
w

on

are adjacent and

numbered (i.e.,

ce nt,

mdfs

mdfs.

Since
w

v

is num-

Since

FROND_LIST(v)

w

is

when

execution is complete .
Note that Lemma 4 does not claim that

mdfs

and

dfs

will put fronds on the various frond lists in t h e ~ order.
This need not be the case, since
analog of Lemma 2.

dfs

Note also that

complete and correct when

v

need not satisfy an

FROND_LIST(v)

is first "visited."

will be
(See the

c omment labeled Bin Algorithm 2 . )

THEOREM 1.
graph.

If

mdfs

Let
and

G=(V,E)
dfs

cency list representation of

be an undirected connected

are executed using the same adjaG

and the same start vertex,

then the palm tree structures generated by the two searches

21

will be identical up to and including numbering.

Proof.

Immediate from Lemmas 1 and

By Lemma 1, each vertex
only one recursive call of

v

4.

occurs as an argument in

mdfs.

Since a given vertex is

only deleted from a given "unvisited" adjacency list once and
a given vertex

w

once (and only if
FROND_LIST(v)

can be added to
v

and

w

FROND_LIST(v)

at most

are adjacent) and deleted from

at most once (and only if

v

➔ w ),

summing the

execution times over all recursive calls gives an execution
time which is

O(n+m).
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ALGORITHM 3 .
(pmdfs)

A parallel modified depth-first search

of an undirected connected graph

G = (V,E)

repre-

sented via an adjacency list matrix ALM and the associated
end marker vector

EM.

begin
create "unvisited" adjacency lists U(i) and an array of
pointers EDGE LOCATION from adjacency list matrix
ALM in time O( n + (~)) ;
for each v EV do initialize ARC_LIST(v) and FROND_LIST(v)
___.. as null lists·
mark every vertex ''unvisited";
v +- start vertex;
PARENT( v) +- 0;
NUMB VERTICES VISITED+- O;
pmdfs( v);
procedure pmdfs(v):
~
_,_....,.._._..
comment v is the vertex being searched from;
~ "vis it e d " ;
NUMB_VERTICES_VISITED +- NUMB_VERTICES_VISITED + l;
NUMBER(v) +- NUMB_VERTICES_VISITED;
~ ~,!3§<;rr( i);

1 s: i s: k;

W. j ( i) = 1 to IEM~v)l .QQ
.if. (k*(j(i)-l)+i) s:EM(v)
~

2egin..
w(i) +- ALM(v,k*(j{i)-l)+i);
delete v from U(w(i)~, using EDGE_LOCATION;
ll w( 1) is "unvis 1 ted 1
.tb..fill add v to FROND_LIST(w(i));

wg;

~nd i.Q§..! rue t.,ior,:u
w EU(v) QQ._
12,e_g,,,in
-PARENT( w) +- v;
add w to ARC_LIST(v);
remove v from the end of
pmdfs (w);

!-8.&

~ng;

-

end

end·
_,

FROND_LIST(w);
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Algorithm

3 is a parallel analog, using an adjacency

list matrix rather than adjacency lists as the input repreAlgorithm 3

sentation, of Algorithm 2.
to Algorithm 2
ing a newly

11

(mdfs)

v

v

as in

deletions in parallel.

from the lists
mdfs,

pmdfs

U(w)

for

performs these

Since the graph contains no multiple

edges, each processor will be deleting
list.

is identical

except that instead of serially delet-

visited 11 vertex

w adjacent to

all

(pmdfs)

v

from a different

"Equivalence 11 of the two algorithms is clear, if an

adjacency list matrix is identified with adjacency lists which
list vertices in the same order as in co rresponding rows of
the matrix.
k

The time needed to perform the deletions (given

. 1 ver t ex
processors ) f or a singe

w1·11 be

v

and since each vertex is deleted from the

11

o(rdegrkee(v)l),
I - -

unvisited 11 adja-

cency list structure only once the total time spent deleting
vertices, summed over all recursive calls, is
rdegree(v)l)
L I
O(v~=
1
ally searching

(i .e . ,

U(i),

0 ( n + (m)))
K
.

1 s:i s:n,

The time spent ac tu-

for "unvisited" vertices,

summed over all recursive calls, is

O(n),

contains

n-1

Therefore
pmdfs

n

vertices contains only

since a tree which
tree arcs [12].

pmdfs

requires o(n + (~))
time.
(Note that
2
O(n ) memory despite the fact that the asso-

"uses"

ciated serial algorithm only has execution time
hence can access at most
much less than

r.

2

n ,

O(n+m)

O(n+m)

memory locations; if

many of the entries of the arrays

and
m
ALM

is

24

and

EDGE LOCATION

and never accessed.)

contain garbage which is never initialized
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ALGORITHM 4.

A parallel breadth-first search of an

undirected connected graph

G = (V,E)

adjacency list matrix

and the associated end marker

vector

ALM

represented via an

EM.

proc~du,re. dfs:
begin
create "unvisited" adjacency lists U(i) and an array
of pointers EDGE_LOCATION from adjacency list
·matrix ALM in time o(n + (~));
mark every vertex "unvisited";
v ~ start vertex·
mark v "visited'\
instruct processor(i); 1 s:i s:k;
~)~rEM~v)l ~
.if ( k * ( j ( i ) -1 ) +i ) ~ EM ( v )
then use EDGE LOCATION to delete v from
........U(ALM(v,k*(j(i)-l)+i));
~nd--=-ln§.!r_uc t ion;
initialize queue with v;
while queue is not empty do
----s'egin
~ i r s t element on queue and remove that element
from queue;
~ each
w EU( v) ..££_
~ ;

comment

v

➔

w;

marKW "visited 11 ;
)..n§ t.nis.! ~ ( i ) ; 1 s: i s: k;
!-9.r. j(i) =l 1£. rEMkw)l .9J2..,
JJ'.:. ( k * (·j

( i ) -1 ) +i ) ~ EM ( w )
then use EDGE LOCATION to delete
.
___, U(ALM(w,k*(j(i)-l)+i));
· end instructio,.!l_;
aaa w to queue;
_,
end·
end·'• ·
___.,
end
_...
.

,.

w from
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4.

Parallel breadth-first search.

Breadth-first search

first visits the vertices at distance

1

tex, then the vertices at distance

from the start vertex,

etc.

2

Using the approach described in

§3

from the start ver-

for parallel depth-

first search, we can also perform a parallel breadth-first
search in time

o(n

as soon as a vertex
using the matrix
cency lists

U(x)

+(~)).
w

As in parallel depth-first search,

is "visited," it is removed (rapidly,

EDGE_LOCATION)
for

x

adjacent to

"unvisited" vertex- adjacent to
entry of

U(v),

if , U(v)

from the "unvisited" adja-

v

To find an

we merely take the first

is nonempty.

parallel BFS is given in Algorithm

w.

4.

The code for a
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[3,4]

Arjomandi presents an algorithm for parallel BFS
which has execution time

o( n +

(E) + d

• log

k),

where

d

is

the distance of the furthest vertex from the start vertex.
If a graph is "uniformly" non-sparse in the sense that every
node is adjacent to at least

[3, p. 58] that

shows

d

k

is

other nodes, then Arjomandi

o(~).

Thus for such graphs

Arjomandi's algorithm also achieves our time bound of
o(n+(~)).

It is not clear that her algorithm must perform

equally well for less "uniform" graphs, and of course if one
is unfortunate e ~ough to employ either of the algorithms on
11

.

very" sparse gr~phs which have

d

values close to

n

(e.g.,

)

a chain,

E

= [(i ; i+l)

I1

~ i

< n}),

neither algorithm is better

than a serial algorlthm but at least our algorithm then has
worst-case behavior.• which is only

O( n • log k).

";.

.

O(n)

rather than
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5.

Conclusion.

It seems extremely plausible that the

techniques described in §§3-4 can also be used to convert a
multitude of other serial algorithms to parallel algorithms
which are equally efficient for processing non-sparse graphs.
Evidence for this will be given in [8,9].

The possibility

of automating the conversion process should be investigated,
possibly in conjunction with a program which is knowledgeable
about the basic properties of either DFS or BFS and which is
specifically oriented toward developing inductive assertions
related to tre correctness of sequential graph processing
'

algorithms which employ that search technique.

A careful

examination of [8,9] and of related examples may suggest
some helpful heuristics.
Of course the key to the similarity of the parallel and
sequential DFS algorithms is that we really do maintain the
structure of DFS:

If neither

v

nor

w

is an ancestor (in

the spanning tree produced by DFS) of the other, we have the
assurance that no edge will connect a descendant of
descendant of

w.

to a

This isolation of the subtree below

from the subtree below

w

k-depth search [3,4].

is to be contrasted with
processors consider

k

v

is just the sort of situation that

should allow parallel processing of the two subtrees.

k

v

This

In DFS, if

vertices adjacent to the vertex

being searched from, only one of them will be "visited, 11
whereas in

k-depth search all of them are "visited" immediately.
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As a result,

k-depth search does not satisfy the crucial

property of DFS which is used repeatedly to establish the
correctness of DFS algorithms.

Thus, fairly obvious transla-

tions of DFS algorithms via our parallel DFS technique can
be expected to be correct, whereas equally obvious translations to

k-depth search typically are not correct.

The technique used in this paper for both DFS and BFS
is of limited usefulness for processing sparse graphs in
parallel 4 , and our results further emphasize the importance
of focusing atte~tion on parallel processing of sparse graphs,
•

e.g., planar gra~ hs.

.

Other results of ours, not reported in

this paper, are relevant to parallel processing of sparse
graphs by breadth-first search [2,10].
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FOOTNOTES

1.

This paper is based on a portion of Eckstein's thesis

[7] at The University of Iowa, which was written with Alton
as thesis advisor.

The basic observation that depth-first

search is more compatible with parallel processing than was
previously thought possible is joint work of both authors.
Eckstein has developed this idea in the present paper and [8]
and [9] and has adapted it to also deal with breadth-first
search.

A preliminary version of this paper (without refer-

.\

ence to the ~se of these techniques for breadth-first search)
was presented at the:·._9onference on Theoretical Computer Science in August, 1977 at the University of Waterloo [11].

The

work of both authors was partially supported by NSF grants
GJ-33168 -and MCS76-15648, and Alton's work w~s also partially
..:- . -:j<
supported by a Facul.ty Developmental Assign~~t
awarded by
,- .
,

, ·,

.

~

~

.

The University of Iowa.

2.

Department of Computer Science, Iowa State University,

Ames, Iowa

50011.
_-. \

3.

Department of Computer Science, University of Iowa,

Iowa City, Iowa

52242.
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4.

Suppose a specific one of our parallel algorithms
c . ( n + (:)) + c
2
1
and that the corresponding optimal

has execution time less than or equal to
and

for constants

sequential DFS algorithm has execution time less than or equal
for constants

to
the class of graphs
and

G

has

n

~k

such that if

vertices and

m

Consider first

and

G

°"k_

is any graph in

edges, then

For such

graphs, our parallel algorithm has execution time less than or
equal to

2c •(n+m)
1
k
+ c2 .

Since

k

processors can be expected

'

to speed-up an a ~gorithm by at most a factor of

.

k,

the par-

allelism exhibit ~d in the algorithm is optimal to within a
2c
1 for such graphs.
was
constant factor
(Note that

C3

independent of

k,

although the class of grafi'ls

~k

for

which such optimal para~lelism is exhibited decreases as
increases.) ' In: .parti6ular, if the number of processors
is large enough

2c 1 )
(k ~ ~,

k
k

the parallel algorithm is faster

than the serial alg9rithm on such graphs.

We would of course

like our algorithm to be superior even for small numbers of
processors

k.

Our algorithms involve reasonably small

amounts of bookkeeping, et c ., so we expect that typically the
c onstants of proportionality

and

in the parallel and

serial algorithms will be approximately equal.

Thus, we exp ec t

that our algorithms will be worthwhile even when the number of
processors is, e.g.,
detail.

2;

however, we have not analyzed this in
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The above argument indicates that for graphs having~
more edges than vertices, use of lots of processors with the
parallel algorithm will definitely be better than use of one
processor with the serial algorithm and use of a few processors with the parallel algorithm will probably be better than
use of one processor with the serial algorithm.

For graphs

which do not have terribly many more edges than vertices, it
is intuitively clear that if the number of processors
satisfies

where

expect from t hose

k

•.

factor of

k '

m
= -,
n

k

the best speed-up we can

processors with our algorithms is a

Whether or not anything like this speed-up

is possible depends crucially upon knowledge of the constants
of proportionality

c1

and

c .

3

obvious inequality to use is that
2e •m
1
= cl · ((km') + (~)) + c2 ~ k' + c2 ·
execution time

c

3

k'+l) · m + c4,
• (~

(In this case the only

The ser!-al algorithm has
so the only 'obvious estiQ3•(k'+l)
2C

mate of the amount of speed-up is a factor of

1

')

-~s noted in the previous paragraph, we hbpe that our constants
':'

of.l roportionality are small enough so that, e.g.,

2-processor

DFS algorithms might proc.e;ss planar graphs more efff t_iently
than

1-processor DFS algorithms, but we have not investigated

this in detail.

t·
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